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Cracking Mill

OLCB
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Innovative High - Capacity Crushing.
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Efficient seed processing.

OLCB-4-421㠧㰊〛
OLCB-4-421 crushing mill.
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High versatility
The OLCB high-capacity crushing mill has been designed
for crushing soybeans and soft seeds such as sunflower,
rape, and corn (maize). It also allows other seeds and raw
materials to be crushed.
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Innovative details for optimal crushing
In designing this newest-generation high-capacity crushing
mill, the focus was set on efficiency, capacity, safety, and
reliability in order to meet the most stringent customer
needs. With throughput capacities ranging from 500 to 1000
metric tons per 24 hours*, the OLCB is one of the most
powerful crushing mills in its class. The rugged steel frame
guarantees optimal noise suppression as well as a long
service life. The roll transmission ensures a uniform and
gentle roll pressure while maintaining a consistent quality of
the crushed material. The feeder and the product guide
plates are made of special stainless steel. The high-grade
corrugated Buhler rolls and the mechanism allowing manual
roll gap adjustment during operation produce a crushed

material quality that is tailored to the specific requirements.
Easy-to-reach permanent magnets and spring-loaded roll
bearings prevent the entry of metallic and other foreign
objects. The compact roll pack with its durable, high-grade,
self-aligning roller bearings allows rolls to be changed within
less than four hours, making for efficient maintenance.
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Efficient seed processing
The OLCB high-capacity crushing mill can be applied either
as a stand-alone unit or be integrated in a complete processing system. The best seed processing results will be achieved
using the following Buhler products and processes:

— ⺗㵓䁚㠍〛Flaking roller mill
— ⶪ䋐〛Conditioner
— 㒘⿐⪓Fluidized bed
— 㦩㵲㠅Hot dehulling
— 㸣㵲㠅Warm dehulling
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Rugged high-capacity crushing mill
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Roll gap adjustment during operation
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Multiple roll protection
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Efficient operation
⥛㑠㬽⥛㠘⼮⹅䄶⤯㭞䇑㼍᱄
 The throughput capacity is a function of the product and
the process parameters.
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Endurance - Performance - Reliability.
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Easy for maintenance.
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Operating principle
The raw material is crushed as required to the required
particle size in a single-stage (1x 2 rolls) or a dual-stage
(2x 2 rolls) process operation using two counter-rotating
corrugated (fluted) rolls. Manual fast-feed and controlled
dribble-feed setting (option) of the feeder ensures optimal
material feed to the roll packs. Adjustment wheels outside
the machine allow the roll gap and thereby the fineness of
the crushed material to be selected as required during the
process.
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㾘Ḑ䇈ᯢ/Specification key
OLCB-4-421-Ex

㾮⼦/Type
ⳡ⡍㾮〛㡘⭥⢋䐟᷉ATEX᷊

316

416

421

⺖㈗/Roll diameter

mm

300

400

400

⺖⧅Ⱙ᷉1600/2100᷊Roll length(1600/2100)
⺖㈗᷉300/400᷊Rolll diameter(300/400)

⺖⧅Ⱙ/Roll length

mm

1600

1600

2100

⺖䁚/Roll pressure

kN

50

50

50

⺖㭞㑠᷉2=䄜ᷜ4=㑞᷊
Number of rolls(2=one-stage; 4=double-stage)

㤞Ⱀ⮈〛/Drive motor᷉50Hz᷊ kW

22/37

22/37

22/37

〛㡘⫛㕌Machine-code

ⷙ㑰⮈〛/Feeder Drive᷉50Hz᷊kW

0.75

0.75

0.75

Identification of machine with explosion protection(ATEX)

ᡔᴃ᭄/Technical Data
⨀⫈/Dimensions in mm

㾮⼦/Type

䐹㑠/Weight
㈜䐹/net
kg

㳛㔘䊬㭅㗌䐹/gross Rail
kg

⼄䊬㗌䐹/gross Sea
kg

⼄䊬㳆〞
Volume Sea
m3

3690

4490

4590

6.9

7040

7840

7940

10.8

OLCB -2-416

4370

5170

5270

6.9

OLCB -4-416

8400

9200

9300

10.8

A

B

C

OLCB -2-316
OLCB -4-316

1600

2920

1928

OLCB -2-421
2100
OLCB -4-421

3420

5590

6390

6490

8.1

10740

11540

11640

12.7

2428
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